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Indelible Leadership 2016-06-02
make a deep impact today that leaves a growing legacy for
tomorrow learn to lead well and leave a lasting impact with this
compact richly innovative book from the corwin impact leadership
series discover six specific leadership attributes to stimulate deep
learning and deep leadership that transforms schools for the
future concrete examples and critical yet implementable action
steps help you commit to deep meaningful work master the
content and process of change co learn and co lead
simultaneously collaboratively develop individuals and groups link
your goals to the larger school system produce new capable
leaders

Mastering Leadership 2006
this book reveals the key skills needed by any leader in any type
of business and shows how they can be used in practice focusing
on techniques for improving individual and organizational
performance and enabling mid to senior level managers to
understand their own leadership style it provides guidance on
how to develop a learning organization and how to be a
successful mentor it will be perfect for newly appointed managers
looking for an expert but user friendly introduction to this crucial
role departmental managers across the functions i e finance hr
production marketing who need to develop key skills outside their
own area of expertise in company training courses and business
degree and mba courses

Leadership 101 2009-08-24
what are the relevant personality and motivational traits of good
and bad leaders do leaders possess different types of intellectual



capacities how do effective leaders behave and what kinds of
people follow them what are the contextual situational factors
that give rise to leaders how is leadership influenced by gender
cultural differences and social networks professor michael
mumford is one of the leading researchers on the topic of
leadership and organizational behavior mumford discusses the
predominant topics and approaches to studying leadership
research including a review of research on leader traits and
behaviors situational influences on leadership the way in which
leaders think and outstanding leadership the text concludes with
a discussion of emergent topics in the field embedded in each
chapter is information related to improving or developing
leadership through the topics discussed key features a short non
technical introduction suitable for any reader an introduction to
the history of leadership extant definitions assumptions theories
and methods of study examines emergent topics in the field offers
topical applications for improving and developing leadership the
psych 101 series short reader friendly introductions to cutting
edge topics in psychology with key concepts controversial topics
and fascinating accounts of up to the minute research the psych
101 series is a valuable resource for all students of psychology
and anyone interested in the field

Interactional Leadership and How to
Coach It 2014-11-20
all leaders make choices but not all leaders are choice focused in
interactional leadership and how to coach it the art of the choice
focused leader michael harvey presents an important new theory
of leadership which demonstrates how to coach successful choice
making this clear wide ranging book integrates business and
psychology exploring the art of choice focused leadership through
neuroscience cognitive psychology existential philosophy and



leadership studies interactional leadership helps leaders to make
informed decisions throughout the achievement cycle of strategy
resourcing and delivery and emphasises the importance of
psychological balance the book features chapter long case studies
which provide unique insights into the leader s inner world and
clearly illustrate how the tightrope of leadership can be mastered
harvey draws important lessons about decision making from
corporate leaders politicians and even shakespeare s tragic
heroes and addresses the leader s ethical responsibility for major
issues facing us now and in the future the interactional model
also focuses on coaching the multiple roles of leadership such as
global leader team leader innovator entrepreneur and chair of the
board accessible and practical interactional leadership and how
to coach it is an ideal guide for coaches leaders students trainers
of coaches and anyone involved in leadership development and
recruitment

Leadership Secrets 2010
the leadership secrets that experts and top professionals use

The Art of Leadership 2020-05-13
many people think leadership is a higher calling that resides
exclusively with a select few who practice and preach big
complex leadership philosophies but as this practical book reveals
what s most important for leadership is principled consistency
time and again small things done well build trust and respect
within a team using stories from his time at netscape apple and
slack michael lopp presents a series of small but compelling
practices to help you build leadership skills you ll learn how to
create teams that are highly productive highly respected and
highly trusted lopp has been speaking and writing about this topic
for over a decade and now maintains a slack leadership channel



with over 13 000 members the essays in this book examine the
practical skills lopp learned from exceptional leaders as a
manager at netscape a senior manager and director at apple and
an executive at slack you ll learn how to apply these lessons to
your own experience

Management Mastery and Practice
Series 2022-06-13
management mastery and practice series is suited to a range of
managers you might be a newly promoted manager or about to
step into a greater managerial role with increased responsibilities
or perhaps you have been in a management position for some
years time but have had no formal management training or you
are an executive leader but have simply forgotten some of the
basics of leading and managing yourself and others whichever
length of time you have been managing this series is to help you
deal with people management including cultural diversity issues
systemic issues within the organization in which you work and to
develop effective communication and coaching skills the ability to
manage conflict difficult situations company politics and career
development the authors look at how to motivate staff and teams
understand motivation and demotivation manage stress build
better performance with effective communications and well run
meetings build great teams and prepare leaders for the future
each book includes theory research case studies practical
exercises and tips on how to handle challenges avoiding the
pitfalls that can cause managers to fail your effectiveness as a
leader manager depends on what support you can expect from
your staff direct reports and team members this series will help
you to build your skills and competence developing your own
unique signature as a leader and a manager being a leader
manager requires both skills of management and leadership



everything you ever wanted to know about managing people but
were afraid to ask covers essential aspects of both identifying and
solving your most challenging people problems quickly and
motivating your people to perform at their highest potential
understanding when to lead and when to manage taking a deeper
dive into self awareness and self management delegating to
develop your team broadening your range of communication skills
in order to inspire and motivate people and managing difficult
people and situations however the most important competence
that is essential for stepping into being a leader manager is that
of self awareness conscious observation and understanding
yourself at a deeper level to lead and manage people it is
critically important that you understand and know how your
teams experience you because this is the path towards identifying
what change is needed in terms of your own assumptions about
yourself and others and understanding your own thinking feeling
and behaviour at a deeper level in this book there are clear
guidelines cases studies practical exercises and self assessments
to move you into greater competence as a leader manager

Personal Leadership 2018-10-08
this book offers insights into common attributes of strong
personal leaders and actionable strategies and techniques to
expand enhance and grow one s functional level of personal
leadership ten common attributes are discussed and the
strategies and techniques are offered as part of 35 personal
leadership lessons that focus on time management interpersonal
skills and care of the self

Sun Tzu & Machiavelli Leadership



Secrets Series 2023-11-04
delve into the dual mastery of ancient leadership with the sun tzu
machiavelli leadership secrets series a compelling 2 in 1 book
that combines the profound insights of two strategic masterminds
anthony d jensen and michael sloan offer an unmatched synthesis
of sun tzu s the art of war and machiavelli s the prince tailored for
today s aspiring leaders who seek to claim their place at the
pinnacle of success in sun tzu machiavelli leadership secrets
anthony d jensen bridges the millennia bringing sun tzu s
battlefield brilliance and machiavelli s political acumen directly to
your fingertips this guide is your strategic blueprint rendering
complex philosophies into actionable leadership strategies that
will fortify your influence and decision making prowess
complementing this michael sloan s sun tzu machiavelli success
and leadership principles elevates your understanding of these
timeless teachings showing you how to apply their wisdom to the
relentless challenges of modern leadership this is more than
historical reflection it s a practical manual for the contemporary
leader eager to turn adversities into stepping stones towards
ultimate success this series is an essential two book collection
that stands as a single indispensable volume for anyone ready to
transcend conventional wisdom reject the fleeting trends and
lifehacks of modern self help guides and invest in the enduring
power of strategic antiquity with the sun tzu machiavelli
leadership secrets series prepare to navigate the complexities of
leadership with the acumen of sun tzu and the cunning of
machiavelli and write your own legacy of triumph

Leadership 2050 2015-07-24
what kind of leaders will the world need over the next thirty five
years how will our knowledge of leadership leadership



development and leadership education change leadership 2050
examines the issues drivers and contexts that will most likely
influence leaders in the coming decades

The Collaborative Leader 2016-04-15
are you a collaborative leader would you like to be do you know
how to pull people together inspire them with a meaningful vision
and organise them so that a team spirit emerges and peak
performance is achieved if you would like to say yes to these
questions then this book is definitely for you the collaborative
leader is a practical guide to collaborating with others and
becoming a collaborative leader that means learning how to win
the hearts and minds of those who we lead packed with practical
and immediate things to do the book will show you how to turn
around a non collaborative group or environment immediately the
foundation of collaborative leadership is self collaboration the
leader who cannot effectively collaborate cannot effectively lead if
you are to walk your talk you need to demonstrate collaborative
skills yourself and this book will show you the how to s for
developing the critical success elements of leadership the best
collaborators are those who have lots of fun collaborating the goal
can be serious the collaboration can be fun learn how it s possible
by understanding the structure and processes of collaboration

Leaders Assemble! Leadership in the
MCU 2022-06-07
in this volume of exploring effective leadership practices through
popular culture schmidt and islam examine how you can learn
about research and evidence based leadership concepts through
examples drawn from the popular mcu movies and related
superhero films



あなたのチームは、機能してますか? 2015-08-18
競争における究極の武器はチームワークである 経験豊富な経営陣 完全無欠な事業計画 他の企業には望むべくもない一流の
投資家 ことさら慎重なベンチャーキャピタルも列をなして投資を申し込み オフィスも決まらないうちに有能なエンジニアが
履歴書を送ってくる そのベンチャー企業の将来はバラ色に見えた しかし2年後 業績不振のため37歳のceoは解任され
新たに150名の社員の頂点に立ったのは 古くさいブルーカラー企業出身の57歳の女性だった チーム作りの天才である
新任ceoが活気あふれるチームへと再生させていくプロセスとノウハウを ビジネス フィクションの形で描き出したレンシ
オーネ渾身の1冊 本電子書籍は同名出版物を底本として作成しました 記載内容は印刷出版当時のものです 印刷出版再現の
ため電子書籍としては不要な情報を含んでいる場合があります 印刷出版とは異なる表記 表現の場合があります 予めご了承
ください プレビューにてお手持ちの電子端末での表示状態をご確認の上 商品をお買い求めください 翔泳社

Leadership, Work, and the Dark Side of
Personality 2019-02-16
leadership work and the dark side of personality uses an
interpersonal psychological perspective to unite general theories
of both personality and leadership by focusing in on the
interpersonal the book characterizes social behaviors by their
agency how dominant they are and by their communion how
relational and nurturing they are it argues that these
interpersonal dimensions align closely with the traditional
structure of leader behaviors both task related and relationship
oriented behaviors and uses those frameworks to orient trait
theory for both normal range personality traits and subclinical
dark side traits after overviewing the history of leadership theory
reviewing normal range personality traits extraversion
neuroticism conscientiousness agreeableness and openness and
subclinical traits such as the dark triad narcissism
machiavellianism and psychopathy the book moves on to
thoroughly bring the perspective of interpersonal psychology to
bear on questions of personality and leadership and ends by
narrowing in on how the dark side of personality affects the
leadership process for better and for worse discusses the role of



personality in job performance and satisfaction critiques both
historical and contemporary leadership approaches includes
lesser known approaches to leadership such as paternalism and
empowerment narrows in on the dark side of personality and the
role it plays in the leadership process distinguishes between
effective leaders and successful leaders

Leadership Insights for Wizards and
Witches 2022-05-30
leadership insights for wizards and witches outlines various
leadership styles theories and concepts through the fictional lens
of j k rowling s magical world from ethical servant and authentic
leadership to power influence and persuasion

Leading in Complex Worlds 2012
this book shows how critical theory can help school leaders and
administrators to prepare students for the ever changing political
cultural economic and societal conditions of the world the
contributors use ideas from critical theorists including adorno
fromm marcuse and habermas and connect them with
contemporary theories and debates in educational leadership
from moral education to critical theories on race to culturally
relevant practice educational leadership and critical theory
challenges the misconceptions of many present day educators
about the analytical lens offered by the frankfurt school theorists
which is often dismissed by policymakers and practitioners
written by leading scholars based in the uk usa and canada the
contributors emphasize and explain the importance of educational
aesthetics dialectics education and civilization the structural
transformation of education s place in the public sphere and
education as revolution and enlightenment



Educational Leadership and Critical
Theory 2023-11-16
this key book provides a multidisciplinary integrative current and
comprehensive discussion of the dimensions issues leading edge
approaches and continuing challenges faced in defining
measuring and developing global leadership

Global Leadership 2013
leadership development is a planned effort that enhances the
learner s capacity to lead people building on the success of the
first edition linkage conducted a study of over 300 top
organizations and their needs in organizational change and
leadership development that identifies approaches to leadership
development that have proven to be successful the work offers
practical how to instructions developing leaders and engaging in
leadership development it provides current in depth models
assessments tools and other instruments that can be used for
immediate application within a variety of organizations

Volunteer Program Development Guide
1978
highlighting leadership from a social and relational perspective
this book has a particular emphasis on the innovative role that
social networks play in systems change the social systems
engaged in this volume cut across a wide array of stakeholder
groups ranging from student learners pre service in service
teachers administrators community leaders and out to
organizations and communities that reflect well beyond the
education sector showcasing diverse perspectives from multiple



areas and international settings bringing together 32
distinguished scholars from australia canada germany hong kong
new zealand norway spain taiwan the uk and the usa this book
explores the use of social networks in education across different
contexts and settings connecting it with leadership practice that
works at these settings for change the contributors also examine
online and virtual social behaviors and their connections to face
to face networks ultimately the volume showcases that leadership
is social influence through examining a variety of social systems
through social relationships in addition to the breadth of studies
connecting innovative leadership research to practice in this
volume the contributors also explore a new area of social
networks and leadership by examining online and virtual social
behaviors and their connections to face to face networks
ultimately the selected chapters in this volume make the point
that leadership is social influence through examining a variety of
social systems through social relationships

Linkage Inc's Best Practices in
Leadership Development Handbook
2009-04-06
stay on top of your leadership game more of the ideas you want
from the authors you trust we ve combed through hundreds of
harvard business review articles and selected the most important
ones to help you maximize your own and your organization s
performance with insights from leading experts this book will
inspire you to identify areas for personal growth build trust with
and among your employees develop a more dynamic and
sophisticated communication style transform yourself from a
problem solver to an agenda setter navigate the unknown with
skill inspire your employees to give their all hbr s 10 must reads
paperback series is the definitive collection of books for new and



experienced leaders alike leaders looking for the inspiration that
big ideas provide both to accelerate their own growth and that of
their companies should look no further hbr s 10 must reads series
focuses on the core topics that every ambitious manager needs to
know leadership strategy change managing people and managing
yourself harvard business review has sorted through hundreds of
articles and selected only the most essential reading on each
topic each title includes timeless advice that will be relevant
regardless of an ever changing business environment

Catalog of Copyright Entries. Third
Series 1975
snapshots of great leadership describes leaders who have either
accomplished amazing feats or brought destruction although the
goals of these individuals were often quite different the
leadership processes they used were frequently similar the
opening chapter explains the latest theories of leadership each
leader snapshot adds an important reality check to the theories
and models described in most introductory leadership textbooks
making this a key text for students taking leadership courses this
new edition features additional women and international leaders
a new you decide section and a conclusion that clarifies the
differences between good and bad leaders

The Relational Leader 2023-11-16
miller and hall center totally on the nature and ministry of
christian coaching they provide an overview of the growth and
development of coaching and its application to christian ministry
they show core coaching skills and essential and supporting
coaching skills the core skills of focused listening and asking
powerful questions reappear throughout the book as the authors



demonstrate in real life situations how to use them a tcp
leadership series title

HBR's 10 Must Reads on Leadership
2020
intended for courses on leadership practicing managers
consultants and practitioners this approachable guide teaches
readers about how to become a leader by blending the real world
insights of business executive al bolea with tested research
findings provided by leadership scholar leanne atwater it
effectively bridges theory and practice to outline powerful
leadership behaviors based on bolea s original j curve model of
leadership the authors identify and describe nine essential
elements for leadership mastery including skills such as setting
direction creating key proceses and nurturing behaviors each
chapter pairs concrete narratives with succinct research synopses
to show how to expand the potential of people and organizations a
unique experiential text applied leadership development engages
students with self reflection and self assessment exercises and
encourages them in their own development as future leaders

Snapshots of Great Leadership
2018-10-03
this is an exploration of the charleston campaign in the civil war
through the lens of leadership part one understanding charleston
contains a discussion of leadership a campaign overview and a
brief introduction to the key participants part two leadership
vignettes includes 21 scenarios that span the actions of the most
senior leaders down to those of individual soldiers each scenario
provides the context explains the action in the terms of leadership
lessons learned and concludes with a list of take aways to



crystallize the lessons for the reader the book ends with summary
information and a set of conclusions about leadership during the
charleston campaign although it featured some of the era s most
advanced military technology the charleston campaign was
decided by more than just shot and shell and this book offers a
perspective of the campaign as a leadership laboratory

Coaching for Christian Leaders
2007-05-01
this book draws on insights from 37 women leaders collected
from 2020 to 2022 around women s experiences with gender and
racial bias resilience social justice and leadership strategies and
challenges the respondents possess different educational
backgrounds reflect different ethnic racial and age groups and
inhabit varied roles and organizations from public school districts
charter school networks graduate schools of education and
partner support organizations jana l carlisle responds to the
underrepresentation of women in education leadership positions
and the complicated and veiled routes women must take to
ascend to leadership and proposes the most applicable models
standards strategies and supports vital to women educational
leaders

Applied Leadership Development
2015-08-27
us environmental policy in action provides a comprehensive look
at the creation implementation and evaluation of environmental
policy which is of particular importance in our current era of
congressional gridlock partisanship and polarization and
escalating debates about federal state relations with a continued
focus on the front lines of environmental policy rinfret and pautz



take into account the major changes in the practice of us
environmental policy during the trump and biden administrations
providing real life examples of how environmental policy works
rather than solely discussing how congressional action produces
environmental laws this third edition of us environmental policy
in action offers a practical approach to understanding
contemporary american environmental policy

Military Leadership Lessons of the
Charleston Campaign, 1861-1865
2014-03-12
本書は 組織が健全かどうかは拍子抜けするほど単純なことであり そして 健全さが力であることを読者にわかってもらい 組
織を健全にする四つの実践的なステップを提示するものである フィクション

Women Navigating Educational
Leadership 2023-12-14
the future of leadership considers how the rapid changes of today
will affect the leaders of tomorrow renowned leadership scholar
michael a genovese argues that one of the key challenges for
future leaders will be to effectively and constructively manage the
hyper change taking place both within organizations and in the
broader social and political spheres taking a futures studies
approach to envision the state of leadership in the coming
decades genovese also provides case studies of leaders who have
already demonstrated the mind and skill sets necessary to
successfully manage rapid change



US Environmental Policy in Action
2023-02-19
covering leadership in the arts and humanities this volume
integrates critical theory with authentic leadership development
exploring the notion that leadership is both a discursive practice
and a performative identity each year the international leadership
association publishes a book that captures the best contemporary
thinking about leadership from a diverse range of scholars
practitioners and educators working in the field of leadership
studies in keeping with the mission of the ila the international
leadership series building leadership bridges connects ways of
researching imagining and experiencing leadership across
cultures over time and around the world praise for the
embodiment of leadership read this book to experience an artistic
and more robust sense of leadership to rise to the challenge to
gain alignment in mind body and spirit and to heed the call to
heal the shadows we as leaders sometimes cast over our
collective humanity read this book to become more whole shann
ray ferch professor of leadership studies gonzaga university for
once leadership experts consider the mind body problem from the
perspective of the latter the body those with an interest in how
the body is brought to bear on the exercise of leadership would do
well to explore the embodiment of leadership barbara kellerman
james macgregor burns lecturer in public leadership john f
kennedy school of government harvard university the
embodiment of leadership goes beyond the banal by using our
body experiences as the point of departure in deciphering the
leadership conundrum anyone interested in the study of
leadership would do well to pay attention to this book manfred f r
kets de vries distinguished clinical professor of leadership and
organiza tional change the raoul de vitry d avaucourt chaired
professor of leadership development insead leadership is a social



construction the embodiment of leadership presents a
multifaceted approach to understanding how we as a society
define create and contend with leaders and leadership serious
scholars and students of leadership need to read this ronald e
riggio kravis leadership institute claremont mckenna college

なぜあなたのチームは力を出しきれないのか 2002-03
i jumped at the chance to shepherd this collection this was
personal for me in the past when i had prepared to teach courses
on political leadership i had come up with a dearth of recent
scholarly attention to the topic perhaps my perspective on politics
and leadership exacerbated the difficulty of my search i had in
mind a politics that touched all aspects of power and authority in
our lives not just government encouraged the moral imagination
and affirmed human agency that could make the future better
than the present i searched with limited success for material that
would explain how all of us shape and are shaped by politics my
perspective on leadership may have also hindered my search i
had in mind the simple notion of taking initiative on behalf of
shared values i found too little material about leadership that
extended beyond the spectacle of authority and its assumption of
hierarchy i wanted to explain that each of us regardless of our
place in a hierarchy has a calling to lead to act on behalf of our
moral imagination editing this volume permitted me the chance to
develop the material i sought i as well as other teachers no longer
have a shortage of material relating politics and leadership with
each other from the introduction

The Future of Leadership 2016
cover title copyright dedication contents list of tables foreword
acknowledgments 1 introduction the idea of a jesuit catholic
university 2 modus operandi of this hermeneutics of leadership 3



nurturing for leadership 4 leadership behaviors and styles 5
translation of values 6 spirit of jesuit catholic leadership 7 power
and jesuit catholic leadership 8 convergence lens for university
leadership bibliography index

The Embodiment of Leadership
2013-04-02
intended for courses on leadership practicing managers
consultants and practitioners this approachable guide teaches
readers about how to become a leader by blending the real world
insights of business executive al bolea with tested research
findings provided by leadership scholar leanne atwater it
effectively bridges theory and practice to outline powerful
leadership behaviors based on bolea s original j curve model of
leadership the authors identify and describe nine essential
elements for leadership mastery including skills such as setting
direction creating key proceses and nurturing behaviors each
chapter pairs concrete narratives with succinct research synopses
to show how to expand the potential of people and organizations a
unique experiential text applied leadership development engages
students with self reflection and self assessment exercises and
encourages them in their own development as future leaders

Political and Civic Leadership
2010-09-14
creswell draws from her extensive corporate and ministry
coaching experience to provide ministers and other church
leaders a clear definition of what coaching is and the seven basic
benefits an individual church or group can receive through a
qualified coach solidly based in experience each chapter is built
upon an actual scenario growing out of creswell s own coaching



experience along with the illustration she provides scriptural
teaching gives explicit information on the purpose and merits of
coaching additional resources and tips for coaching

The Hermeneutics of Jesuit Leadership
in Higher Education 2017-03-31
effective leadership requires many skills but foremost among
them is the capacity to successfully deal with conflict any
disruption that creates a lack of alignment can trigger the conflict
cycle such as differences of opinion competition for scarce
resources and interpersonal enmity leading through conflict
brings together recent theory and research on interpersonal
conflict and its resolution by examining the causes and
consequence of conflict in groups organizations and communities
and identifying ways that conflict can be managed and resolved it
analyzes conflict in a multi disciplinary way from clashes within
communities to interpersonal and professional encounters written
in an accessible way by top scholars in the field leading through
conflict is a must read for academics graduate students
undergraduates and mba students across leadership
organizational behavior psychology and sociology

Applied Leadership Development: From
Conceptual to Personal 2014-12-05
what is the role of human agency in friedrich hayek s thought this
volume situates hayek s writing as it relates to economic
organization and activity particularly to assess what role hayek
assigns to leaders in determining economic progress



Christ-Centered Coaching 2006-05-01
in the present generation the attention paid to information
continues to grow in importance much of this attention has been
the result of an explosion in data processing technology with
computers serving as the primary catalyst however other national
events such as hurricanes floods crime and terror are clearly tied
to the importance of obtaining and processing information in our
daily lives as well for the last several decades educational systems
have responded to these technological advances by introducing at
an early age the important role data processing technology
presents and will continue to represent many schools now include
courses in computer science as part of their curriculum
information science 101 helps high school and college freshman
identify and understand careers in information science with this
text author anthony debons one of the early founders of the
discipline of information science gives attention to the role of
various disciplines in the field library documentation tele
transmission computer science and practice decision making
problem solving knowledge organization and management with
examples illustrations chapter summaries and exercises to help
marry the human with the technological aspects of the field this
text gives a complete overview of information science from its
origins to the future of the field

Leading through Conflict 2016-04-08
alarmed by mounting evidence of a national shortage of qualified
and willing principals the authors surveyed or interviewed over
200 school principals from across the country to find out why so
many are leaving the profession and how those who stay manage
their work they discovered that regardless of a principal s race
gender school level geographic region or tenure there was a



remarkable consistency in the challenges identified and
suggestions given for revamping the role of the american
principal featuring stories shared by practicing principals this
timely volume offers fresh insights on ways to both attract and
retain good principals shows how successful principals reconcile
their expectations and hopes with the realities and
disappointments encountered in their work examines issues
common to all principals such as time management staff
evaluations keeping the focus on instruction community
expectations and pursuing a balanced life presents strategies that
principals have used to make their role more effective and more
attractive and provides practical ideas for coping with the present
and envisioning the future including alternative principal models

F. A. Hayek and the Modern Economy
2013-12-10

Information Science 101 2008

Balanced Leadership 2006
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